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as before, utilised the opportunities presented in the interest 
of science. Captain Giraud surveyed a large portion of the so· 
c:11led region" of the Atlantic Ocean, finding the 
water very deep in that vicinity. Specimens brought up from 
the bottom appe:ued to be of undoubted volcanic origin. The 
Casella-:IIiller deep-sea thermometer was used on one occasion 
at a depth of 2,040 fathoms, two miles north of the equator, in 

22° 16' west, and indicated a temperature of 35° F., at 
I,ooo fathoms 38', and at the surface 81°, the air being 8o0

• 

the voyage from the Canary Isl:mds to Rio the tempe
rature at uniform depths was found to vary only about two 
degrees. 

TuE Iron-Steel Institute conclude their meeting at Willis's 
Rooms to-day. 

PRIZES for papers on the "Elvan Courses" of Cornwall, are 
offered by Mr. J. A. Phillips, F.C.S., to the present and former 
pupils of the Miners' Association of Cornwall and Devon. The 
papers and illustrative specimens are to be deposited with Mr. 
J. II. Collins, F.G.S., lion. Assistant Secretary of the Miners' 
Association, Polytechnic Hall, Falmouth, on or before Sept. 1, 

I 873. The author of the best paper will be entitled to a prize 
(in books, selected by himself) of the value of st. A second 
prize, also in books, of the value of 31., will be give11 to the 
author of the paper next in order of merit. 

\VE ha\"e received the first number of a new American journal, 
started last month, The Sanitaria11, edited by Dr. A. N. Dell, 
of New York. It aim> at presenting the results of the various 
inquiries which have been, and which hereafter may be made, 
for the preservation of he.alth and the expectations of human 
life, so as to make them most advantageous to the public and to 
the profession. Among the most important articles is 
one by the editor, on "The New York Quarantine Establish
ment," which is illustrated with two maps. This is preceded by 
one on " Infant Mortality, with suggestions for improving the 
condition of Foundlings ; " and followed by another on " The 
necessity of Re-Vaccination." 'Ve strongly recommend this ex· 
cellently conducted journal to those interested in s:mitary 
science. 

the rarer and more interesting remains found in the 
mounds of the west of America, are plates of mica cut into 
different shapes, and evidently preserved as objects of great 
rarity and value ; and, in the absence of this mineral in the 
Mississippi Valley, the question has frequently arisen whence 
the material could have been derived. A recent communication 
from Prof. \V. C. Kerr, the State Geologist of North Carolina, 
tends to throw some light ori this subject, and to open an inte
resting chapter in regard to the American prehistoric man. The 
work of collecting mica is at present carried on upon the largest 
scale in the high and rugged region between the Dlack 1\Iountain, 

and the he:1d waters of the N olachuchy, principally 
in Mitchell County, North Carolina. The region in question 
has long been known for the existence of numerous open works 
and tunnels, which, at first sight, were supposed to have been 
made in the search for silver or some other valuable metal. 
Prof. Kerr, in his capacity of State Geologist, was led to investi
gate this question, and very soon found, in every instance, that 
the excavations referred to were much older than the eariiest 
discovery of the country by the Spaniards, and that in all cases 
they were found in ledges of coarse granite, which contained 
nothing but large patches of mica. Prof. Kerr lias been satisfied 
for some time that in these mines we have the work of the 
contemporaries of the mound-builder.>, and the localities whence 
they derived the mica. \Vhat use they made of it we cannot 
say ; but it is . suggested that it may have served the purpose of 
mirror>, or possibly have been used as windows, as well as for 

ornament. The and size of these mines is remarkable, 
some of the open cuts being more than 100 ft. in diameter, and 
20ft. or 30ft. in depth, even 'after the caving in aml filling up of 
centuries of weathering. The tunnels often extend inwards several 
yards, but are said to be too small for a man of ordinary size to 
work in. These show distinct marks of the tool in the granitic 
wall, as if made by a chisel-shaped instrument about an inch 
broad. Numerous plates of mic1 are found in these tunnels and ex
Clvations, some of the:n trimmed to particular shapes. These facts 
open up a new chapter in the history of the American aborigines, 
illustrating the character of the commerce carried on at a very 
remote period, and showing the magnitude :of the operations, 
and the extended period of time o1·er which they must have been 
prosecuted, to enable a people furnished with nothing better than 
wooden and stone tools ·to produce excavations of so great 
magnitude. 

Sirius, a journal of popular astronomy published at Leipzig 
and Vienna, contains, in its fourth number for this year, alec
ture by Prof. Oppolzer, on " The Importance of Astronomy in 
connection with Ancient History," the continuation of an article 
on ''Copernicus and his Anniversary," one of a series of articles 
on the "Topography of the Heavens," the present treating of 
the constellation Gemini, besides a few 

TilE additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the 
last \Yeek include a Ring.necked Parakeet (Pala:omis lorquala) 
from India, presented by Mr. W. E. Johnson; a long·eared 
Owl (Otus vulgaris) from Europe, presented by Dr. llree; a 
\Vood Owl (Symium aluco), presented by Mr. II. W. L. Browne; 
a Chinese Harrier ( Cirms spilouolm) ; a grey Eagle Owl (Bubo 
cinereus) and a Bosman's Potto (Perodictims poflq) from \V. 
Africa; a horned Tragopan (Ceriqmis satyra) from the Hima
layas; a black-tailed Hawfinch (Coccvthraustes mdanums) from 
Japan; two crested Buntings (,lfdophus mdanicl<rm); two red· 
eared Eulbuls (Pyotouqfus joc(}Sus), and a · red-vented llulbul 
(P. ha:morrhom) from India ; a red·headed Bunting (Emberha 
rutila), and a yellow-browed Bunting (E. chr}'Sqjhrys) from 
Japan; a black Tamger (1achyplzonus melaleums) froll,l S. 
America, purchased; tiYO Emus (Droma:us 
from Australia, deposited; a great Kangaroo (/llacropm g1:1{all· 
lem), and a Derbian \Vallaby (IIalmalurus derbiamu), born 
in the gardens. 

ON THE HYPOTHESES WHICH LIE AT 
THE BASES OF GEOMETRY* 

I'/ an of the 

I T is known that geometry as things giyen, both the 
notion of space and the first principles of constructions in 

space. She gives definitions of them which are merely nominal, 
while · the true determinations appear in the form of axiom;. 
The relation of these assumptions remains consequently in dark
ness ; we neither perceive whether and how far their connectio:l 
is necessary, nor, "priqri, whether it is possible. 

From Euclid to Legendre (to mme the most famous of modern 
reforming geometers) this darkness was cleared up neither by ma
thematicians nor by such philosophers as concerned themselves 
with it. The reason of this is doubtless that the general notion of 
multiply extended magnitudes (in which space,magnitudes are 
included) remained entirely unworked. I have in the first place, 
therefore, set myself the task of constructing the notion of a 
multiply extended magnitude out of general notions of magni
tude. It will follow from this that a multiply extended magni· 
tude is capable of different measure-relations, and consequently 
that space is only a particular case of a triply extended magni· 
tude. llut hence flows as a necessary consequence that the pro
positions of geometry cannot he derived from general notions of 
mJgnitude, lJUt that the properties which distinguish space from 
other conceh·able triply extendtd magnitudes are only to be 

• By Bernh>rd Riem>nn. (Tr:msl>ted by Prof. W. K. ClifforJ. from \'ol. 
xiii. of the G ottingen A 
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deduced from experience. Thus arises the problem, to discover 
the simplest matters of fact from which the measure·rebtions of 
space may be determined; a problem which from the nature 
of the case is not completely determinate, since there may be 
se,·eral systems of matters of fact which suffice to determine the 
rneasure·rebtions of space-the most important system for our 
present purpose being that which Euclid has bid down as a 
foundation. These matters of fact are-like all matters of fact
not necessary, but only of empirical certainty ; they are hypo
these;. 'Ve may therefore im·estigate their probability, v;hich 
\\ithin the limits of observation is of course very great, and 
inquire about the justice of their extemion beyond the limits of 
observation, on the side both of the infinitely great and of the 
infinitely sm:\11. 

I.-.N otion o.f an n·fly atmdd magnitude 
In proceeding to attempt the solution of the first of these pro

blems, the deyelopment of the notion of a multiply extended 
nugnitude, I think I may the more claim indulgent criticism in 
that I am not practised in suca undertakings of a philo:;ophical 
nature where the difficulty lies more in the notions themselves 
than in the construction ; and that besides some Yery short hints 
on the matter gh·en by Privy Ccuncillor Gau:s in his second 
memoir on lliquadratic Residue>, in the "Gottingen Gelehrte 
Anzeige," and in his Jubilee-book, and some philosophical re
searches of Her bart, I could make use of no previous labours. 

§ are only possible where there is :m 
antecedent general notion which . admits of different specialisa
tions. According as there exists among these specialisations a 
continuous p:1th from one to another or not, they form a con
tinuous or discrdt: manifoldncss : the individual specialisations 
are called in the first case points, in the second case elements, of 
the manifoldness. Notions who:;e specialisations form a discrete 
manifoldness :1re so common that at least in the cultiYated 
lan;::uages any things being given it is alw:1ys possible to find a 
notion in which they are included. (lienee mathematician; might 
unhesitatingly found the theory of di:;crete magnitudes upon the 
postulate that certain given things are to be regarded as tquiva
lent.) On the other hand, so few and far between are the occa
sions for forming notions whose specialisations make up a cou
tinuom manifoldness, that the only simple notions whose 
specblis:ttions form a multiply extended manifoldness are the 
positio:1s of perceived objects and colours. More frequent occa
sions for the creation 'and development of these notions occur 
first in the higher mathematic. 

Definite portions of a manifoldness, distinguished by a mark 
or by a boundary, are called Quanta. Their with 
reg:ud to quantity is accomplished in the c1se of discrete mag
nitudes by counting, in the .case of continuous magnitudes by 
measuring. Measure consists in the superposition of the magni
tudes to be compared ; it therefore requires a means of using 
one magnitude as the standard for another. In the absence of 
this two magnitude; can only be compared when one i. a part 
of the other; in which case also we can only determine the more 
or le•s and not the how much. The researches which can in 
this case be instituted aboc1t them form a general divi;,ion of the 
rcience of magnitude in which nngnitudes are regarded not as 
existing independently of po;ition and not ns expressible in 
terms of a unit, but ns regions in a manifoldness. 'Such re
searches ha\'e become a necessity for many p:uts of mathematics, 
e.g., for the treatment of m:m••-valued analytical functions ; and 
the want of them is no dou'>t a chief cause \vhy the celebrated 
theorem of Abel and the achie,·ements of Lagr:mge, Pfaff, 
Jacobi for the general theory of differential eqtntions, have so 
long rem:1ined unfruitful. Out of thi; general p:ut of the science 
of extended magnitude in which nothing is assumed but what is 
contained in the notion of it, it will suffice for the present pur
pose to bring into prominence two points ; the first of which 
relates to the construction of the notion of n multiply extended 
m:mifoldness, the second relates to the reduction of determina
tions of pl:1ce in a gh·en m:1nifuldne;s to of 
quantity, and will make clear the true character of an u-fold 
extent. 

§ 2.--If in the case of a notion whose speciali;ations forma con
tinuous m:mifoldne>s, or.e passes from a certain spccialis1tion in 
a definite way to another, the p•sseJ ?ver .a 
simply extended m>ni10ldncs;, whme ttue character IS th1t mIt 
a continuuu; progrc:s; from a point i; possible: oniy on tl:·o 
for,.·ard; or back wards. If one now supposes that th1s mam
foldness in its turn passes over into another entirelY: different, 
IUid again in a definite way, namely so that each pomt passes 

over into a definite point of the other, then ail the specialisa
tions w obtained form a doubly cxtenrled manifoldness. In a 
similar manner one obtains a triply extended maniloldnes<, if 
one imagines n doubly extended one passing over in a definite 
way to another entirely different; and it is easy to see how this 
construction m:1y be continued. If one regards the variable 
object instead of the determinable notion of it, this construction 
may be described as a composition of a variability of 11 + 1 
dimensions out of a variability of 11 dimensions nnd a variability 
of one dimension. 

§ 3.-I shall .now show how conversely one may resolve a 
yariability whose region is given into a variability of one dimen
sion and a variability of fewer dimensiom. To this end let us 
suppose a variable piece of a manifoldnes> of one dimension
reckoned from a fixed origin, that the values of it m1y be com
parable with one another-which has for every point of the 
ginn m:mifoldness a definite vabc, varying continuously with 
the point ; or, in other words, let us t1ke a continuous function 
of position within the given mani which, moreover, is 
not constant throughout any part o . that maniloldne;;s. Every 
system of points \vhere the function !JJS a constant value, forms 
then a continuous manifoldness of Je1rer dimension; than the 
given one. These manifoldnesses p:1ss over continuously into 
one another a; the function changes; we m:ly therefore assume 
that out of one of them the others proceed, nnd speaking gene
rally this may occur in sud1 a way that each roint passe; over 
into a definite point of the other; the cases of exception (the 
study of which is im'portant) may here be left unconsidered. 
Hereby the determination of position in the gh·en manifoldness 
is reduced to a determination of quantity nnd to a determination 
of position in a manifold ness of less dimensions. It is now easy 
to show that this manifoldness has 11- I dimensims when 
the given maniloldness is u-ply extended. Dy then 
this operation n times, the determination of position in an 
tz-ply extended manifoldness is reduced to 1l determinations 
of quantity, nnd therefore the determination of position in a 
giYen m:mifoldness is reduced to a finite number of deter
minations of quantity "•hm this is There are mani
foldne:;se; in which the determination of position requires 
not a finite number, but either an endless series or a continuous 
manifoldness of determinations of qu:1ntity. Such manifoldnesses 
are, for ex:imple, the possible determinations of a function for a 
given region, the possible shapes of a solid figure, &c. 

II.-11/eamn-n/atiom o/ 7i1nich a manifoldmss o/ n dimmsiom 
is capable on the asmmption thatliuu lmglh iudejmdmt 
of position, awl conscqumtly that c-;·cry line may be mcamrcd bv 
c••ery other. 

Having constructed the notion of a rnanifoldness of 11 dimen
sions, and found that its true character consists in the property 
that the determination of position in it may be reduced to u 
determinations of magnitude, we come to the secE>nd of the 
problems proposed above, viz., the study of the measure-relations 
of which such a manifoldness is capable, and of the conditions 
which suffice to detennine them. These measure-relations can 
only be studied in abstract notions of quantity, and their depen
dence on one another can only be represented by formul::c. On 
certain assumptions, however, they are decomposable into rela
tions which, taken separately, arc capable of geometric re
presentation; and thus it becomes pos;ible to express geome
trically the calculated results. In this way, to come to solid 
ground, we cannot, it is true, avoid abstract considerations in 
our formul:e, but at least the results of calculation may subse
quently he prese.ntcd in a geometric form. The foundations of 
these two p:trts of the question are established in the celebrated 
memoir of Gauss-" Disquisitiones generales circa superficies 
curvas." 

§ I.-Measure-determinations require quantity should be 
independent of position, which may happen in various ways. 
The hypothesis which first presents itse;f, and which I shall here 
develop, is that according to which the length of lines is in fe
pendent of thdr position, and consequently every line is measur
able hy means of every other. Position-fixing being reduced to 
quantity-fixing<, nnd the position of a point in the u-chmensioned 
mauifoldntss being conseque• tly expressed by means of 11 

.r, .r,, .r3, ••• x
0

, the determination ot a line comes 
to the giving of quantities as functi .ms of one variable. 
The problem consis1s then in e>tablishing a mathematical ex
pression for the length of a lin .. , and to this end we must con
sider the quantities x as expressible in terms of certain units. I 
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shall this problem !shall duce now Instead of the dxo linear functions dx of them, such 
confine myself in the first place to _hnes ''"h1ch the of th:1t the initial value of the squ:ue of the line-element shall 
the increments dx of the respectn·e vanablcs vary contmu- equal the sum of the squares of these so that the 
oasly. \Ve th_en conceive these line> up into independent variables are now the length s and the n.tios of 
elements withm wh1ch the ratios of the quanltltes d:r: may the quantities d.x. Lastly, take instead of the d x 
be regarded as constant ; and the problem is reduced x, x 2 x 3 ... .x'l. proporlional to them, but such tl1at the sum of their 
to establishing for each point a general for !he squares = f-. ·when we introduce these quantities, the square 
linear i element dt starting fro:n that pomt, an of the line-element is ::: d :r:2 for infinitesimal values of the x, but 
which will thus contai11 the qu:mtities x and the quantities the tem1 of next order in it is equal to a homogeneou> function 
d.x. I shall suppose, secondly, _that the length of the of the second order of the tz tz::r quantities (.x, 
inear element to the first order, 1s unaltered when all the ·· 

points of this' element undergo the. same infinitesimal dis- (x, d x 3 - .x3 d x,)... an infinitesimal, therefore, of the fourth 
placement, which implies at the s:tme t_tme 1f all the qua;t· order; so that we obtain a finite quantity on dividing this by the 
titie> d:r: are increased in the same ratlo, the lme:tr element wtll square of the infinitesimal triangle, whose vertices are (o, o, o, ... ), 
vary also in the same ratio. On these suppositions, the linear (x, x 2 x 3 ••• ), (dx,, dx •• dx3 , ... ). This quantity retains the 
element may be any homogeneous function of the first degre.e of same value so long as the :r: and the d x are included in the same 
the quantities d.x, which is unchanged when we change s1gns binary linear form, or so long as the two geodesics from o to x 
of all the d.x, and in which the arbitrary constants are contmuous and from o to d .T remain in the same surface-element ; it depends 
functions of the quantities :r:. To find the simplest I s?all therefore only on place and direction. It is obviously zero when 
seek first an expression manifoldnesses of. 1:- I the manifold represented is flat, i.e. when the squared line
which are everywhere eqmdlStant from the ongm of the lmear element is reducible to and may therefore be regarded as 
element; that is, I shall seek a continuous function of posit!on the measure of the deviation of the manifoldness from fl:1tness at 
whose values distinauish them from one another. In gmng the given point in the given surface-direction. Multiplied by 
outwards from the this must either increase in all direc- - t it becomes equal to the quantity which Privy-councillor 
tions or decrease in all direction; ; I assume thJ.t it increases in Gauss has called the total curvature of a surface. For the 
all direction; and therefore has a minimum at that point. If, determination of the measure-relations of a manifoliness capable 
then the first and second differential coefficients of this function tz- r 
are finite its first differential must vanish, and the second diffe- Of representation in the :13sumed form we fonnd th:rt tt -z 
rential become negative; I assume that it is always posi- place· functions were necessary; if, therefore, the curvature at 
tive. This differential expression, then, of the second order tt 1 remains constant when d.r rem:tins constant, and increases in the each point in tt ;; surface-directions is given, the measure· 
duplicate ratio when the dx, and cjs, increase in relations o£ the continuum be determined from them
the same ratio ; it must therefore be ds· multtplled by a con- provided there be no identical relations among these values, 
stant, and consequently ds is the ;quare root of an always posi- which in fact, to speak generally, is not the case. In this way 
live integral homogencou> funcho;t of the order of_ the the measure-relations of a manifoldness in which the line-element 
quantities in the coeffictents are is the square root of a quadric different b.! may be expressed in 
of the q;1anllt1es x. I- or Space,. \vhen the posttlon _of pom,s I a manner wholly indcpendeltt of the choice of independent vari
expressed by ds= lS ablcs. A method entirely similar may for this purpose be ap
therefore included in thts s:mplest cas;. next l1l Sim- plied aho to the manifo!dness in which the line element has a 
p"icity includes those mamfoldnesses m wl11ch _the. l.ne·el_ement simple expression, e.g., the fourth root of a quartic 
nny be expressed as the fourth root of a quartiC dtffercntlll ex- differential. In this c1se the line·element, generally speaking, 
pression .. The in:·estigatio1_1 this more general would i> no longer reducible to the form of the square root of a sum of 
require no really dtfferent pnnc1ples, but would take consiuerable squares, and fhereforc the deviation from flatness in the squared 
time and throw little new light on the theory of splcc, especially line-element is an infinitesimal of the second order, while in 
as the results cannot be geometrically expressed; I restrict my- those manifolt!nesses it was of the fourth order. This property 
self therefore, to those manifoldnesses in which the line-element of the last-named continua may thus be called flatness of the 
is as the square root of a quadric differential expres- smallest parts. The most important property of these continua 
sion. Such an expression we can transform into another similar for our present purpose, for whose sake alone they are here in
one if we substitute for the tz independent variables functions of vestigated, is that the relations of the twofold ones may be geo-
11 new independent m:iabl.es. In this way, l:owever, we can!lot metrically represented by surfaces, and of the morefold ones may 
transform any expressiOn mto any other ; smce the expressiOn be reduced to those of the surfaces inckded in them; which now 
contains tz tz + I coefficients which are arbitrary functions of requires a short further discussion. 

2 s 3.-In the idea of surfaces, together with tl1e intrinsic mea-
the independent variable_s ; now hJ: .the introduction of new sure-relations in which only the of lines on the surfaces is 
varilbles "·e can only satisfy tz condttlons, and therefore make considered, there is always mixed up the position of poi-nts lying 
no more than tt of the coefficients equal to gi\·en quantitie:;. out of the surface. \Ve may, however, abstract from external 

tz I relation; if we consider mch deformations as leave unaltered the The remaining N ---- arc then entirely determined by the 
2 length of lice>-i. e. if we regard the surface as bent in any way 

nature of the continuum to be represented, and without stretching, and treat all surfaces so related to each other 
as equivalent. Thus, for example, any cylindric or conical sur

tz of positions are required for the face counts as equh·alcnt to a plane, since it m:1y be made out of 
tion its measure-relations. l\Ianifoldnesse:; in which, as in one by mere bending, in which the intrinsic measure-relation:; 
the Plane and in Space, the line-element may be reduced remain, and all theorems about a pl:lne-therefore the whole of 

planimetry-retain their validity. On the other hand they 
to the form v :i.d:r:', are therefore only a particular case of the count as essentially diffaent from the sphere, which can-
m:mifoldnesses to be here investigated; they require a special not be changed into a plane without stretching. According 
r.ame, and therefore these manifoldnesse> in which the of to our previous investigation the intrinsic me.l.Sure-relations of a 
the line-element may be expres>ed as the sum of the of twofold extent in which the line-element may be expressed as 
complete differentials I will call flat· In order now to revtew the square root of a quadric differential, which is the case with 
the true varieties of all the continua which may be represented surfaces, are characterised by the total curvature. ·No" this 
in the assumed form, it is neces>ary to get rid of difficulties quantity in the case of surfaces is capable of a visible interpre
ari&inrr from the mode of representation, which is accompiished tation, viz., it is the projuct of the two curvatures of the surfact>, 
by the _variables in _with a certain principle. or multiplied by the area of a sma11 geodesic tri mgle, it is equal 

§. 2.-·For thts purpose us any gtven to the spherical excess of the same. The first definition assumes 
point the system of sh_ortest gomg out from 1t IS ; the proposition the product of the two radii of curmture is 
the p:lsition of an arb1trary maY: the;t b7 by t!le ' unaltered by mere bending ; the second, that in the same 
initial direction of the geod.es1c m whtch and by Its dis- I place the area of a small triangle is proportioml to its spherical 
tance measured along that lme fro;n the ongm. It Ccll_l i excess. To give an intelligible meaning to the curvature of an 
be expressed in terms of the ratios d:ro.of quantities tfx 111 j n-fold extent at a given point and in a given surface-direction 
this geodesic, and of the length s of this lme. Let us mtro- through it, we must start from the fact that a geodesic proceeding 
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from a point is entirely when its initial direction is 
given. According to this we obtain a determinate surface if we 
prolot!g_ th: geo:ies_ics proceedinf: the point and 
lyinn- mttlally m the gwen surface-dtrectlon ; thts surface has at 
the given point a definite curvature, which is also the curvature 
of the n-fold continuum at the given point in the given surface· 
directwn. 

§ 4.-Before we make the application to space, some con· 
siderations about flat manifoldnesses in general are necessary; i.e. 
about those in which the square of the line-element is expressible 
:15 a sum of squares of complete differentials. 

In a flat u-fold extent the total cun·ature is zero at all points 
in every direction ; it is sufficient, however (accordincr to the 
preceding investigation), for the determination of 
relations, to know that at each point the curvature is zero in 

11 independent surface dircctiom. Manifoldncsses whose 
2 

curvature is constantly zero may be treated as a special case 
of those whose curvature is constant. The common ch:uacter 
of these continua whose curvature is constant may be also ex· 
pressed thus, that figures m:1y be moved in stretch· 
incr. For clearly figures could not be arbttranly shifted and 

round in them if the curvature at each point were not 
the same in all directions. On the other hand, however, the mea· 
sure-relations of the m:1nifoldness are entirely determined by the 
curvature ; they are therefore exactly the same in all directions at 
one point as at another, and consequently the same constructions 
can be made from it : whence it follows that in aggregates with 
constant curvature fi6Ures may have any arbitrary position given 
them. The measure-relations of these manifoldue;ses depend only 
on the value of· the curvature, and in relation to the analytic 
expression it may be remarked th:1t if this value is denoted by a, 
the expres;ion for the line-element may be written 

I 

I + •/ ::i,ix• 
4 

§ 5--The theory of surfaces of constant curvature will serve 
for a geometric illustration. It is easy to see that surfaces whose 
=urvature is positive may always be rolled on a sphere whose 
radius is unity divided by the square root of the curvature ; but 
to review the entire m:mifoldness of these surfaces, let one of 
them have the form of a sphere and the rest the form of surfaces 
of revolution touching it at the equator. The surfaces with 
greater curv.1ture than this sphere will then touch the sphere in· 
ternally, and take a fonn like the outer portion (from the axis) 
of the surface of a ring; they may be rolled upon zones of 
spheres having less radii, but will go round more th:m once. 
The surfaces with less positive curvature are obtained from 
spheres of larger radii, by cutting out the lune bounded by h\·o 
great half-circles and bringing the section-lines together. The 
surface with curvature zero will be a cylinder standing on the 
equator ; the surfaces with negative curvature will touch the 
cylinder externally and be formed like the mner portion (towards 
the axis) of the surface of a ring. If we regard these as 
!oms in quo for surbce-regions moving in them, . as Space is 
locus in qu" for bodies, the surface reg:ions can be moved in all 
these surfaces without stretching. The surfaces with positive 
curvature can always be so formed that surface regions may also 
be moved arbitrarily about upon them without bmding, namely 
(they may be formed) into sphere-surfaces; but not those with 
negative curvature. Besides this independence of surface regions 
from position there is in surfaces of zero curvature also an inde· 
pendence of direction from position, which in the former surfaces 
does not exist. 

(To bt continued.) 

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS 
Zeitschriflfiir Ethnologit, No. 6.-The present number gives 

a compendium of useful suggestions, which might advantageously 
he acted on in other countries besides Germ:my, addressed by 
the Anthropological Society of Berlin to all persons engaged in 
exploring, or other expeditions to distant regions. In those 
directions for observing and collecting whatever is most adapted 
io extend and rectify our actual knowledge, information is given 
in regard to the various races with whom travellers may come in 
cont:1ct, and the special geographical, linguistic, social and other 
conditions, which more particularly require further elucidation. 
-Prof. A. Bastian gives us in this number with his habitual 

completeness an of the worship of the heavenly 
bodies among different nations, and the extent to which local 
conditions of cllnute and ethnological differences have influenced 
the character of the adoration offered to the sun and the moon 
and the.staro. Accordin,g to hJm a lm,: worship of the sun
except m the polar regwns-1s only to be found on elevated 
plate:J.ux, where the return of the orb of day was welcomed with 
gratitude after the colder night, while in low-lying tropical lands 
the aborigines looked with dread at the glowing ball of fire 
which each summer seemed to threaten their world with annihi· 
htion. 'Ve can strongly commend this paper as a most com• 
prehensive, although not speci:llly novel exposition of Aryan and 
other mythological systems.-The German engineer, Herr II. 
Keplin, has drawn attention to the mussel-hills (Casqudrvs 
sambaquis) of Brazil in the district of the Rio do San Francisco 
do Sol. The of these deposits appears to refute the 
idea of their being mere Kjokkenmo:iings, while the great 
respect shown by the natives for the dead, and their care to pro. 
vide them proper sepulture, would seem to afford further evidence 
that these ele\·ations, which often rise to a height of 50 feet, 
cmnot be due to the hand of man. In reference to the 
above, it m:1y interest our own arch::cologists to know that Herr 
'Valter Kauffm:1n draws attention in the same number to his 
discovery in the neighbourhood of Hull, at a spot known as 
Castle Hill, near Holderness, of a burial place belonging, as he 
conjectures, to the transition period between the Stone and 
Bronze ages. Herr Kauffman found on the western side of the 
hill, where the groun.d had been cut for building purposes, a 
fragment of some loam vessel, a compact mass of oyster shells, 
some flint flakes, and a human rib. After carefully removing the 
earth, Herr K. discovered at from 4 to 4! feet below the surface 
the vertebr::c of another skeleton, and finally collected ne:ulyall the 
bones of two skeletons, completely enclosed in a mass of oyster 
shells.-Dr. A.ll. Meyer, of Manilla, in the course of a short visit 
in the Philippines, found skulls which presented that peculiar 
appearance of sharpening or filing of the teeth, described by the 
old traveller, Thevenot, and the accuracy of which has often been 
called in que>tion. The N egrito skulls from the Philippines, 
examined by Dr. Meyer, also exhibited the artificial flattening 
of the heads noticed by Thcvenot.-Herr Virchow drew atten
tion last summer to· the fact that occasional deviations present 
themselves from the normal cranial configuration of a race, which 
ought to teach us extreme caution in regarding any single 
specimen as a typical form. He was led to m:tke this remark 
by his observation in the Anatomicll l\ofuseum of Copenhagen 
of the skull of Kay Lykke, :1. man of the noblest Danish descent, 
who had flourished two hundred years ago, and been celebrated 
in his day for his personal beauty, his effeminacy, and the sensual 
bias of his disposition. Yet the skull of this once elegant, 
accomplished, and self· indulgent courtier of the I 7th century, 
belonging to an otherwise brachycephalic race, is more strikingly 
dolichocephalic and depressed than the Neanderthal head, and 
might readily be supposed to have belon6ed to an Australian 
savage. The cranial capacity which i> given by Professor 
Panum, of Copenhagen, as 1,250 cubic centrm., is, moreover, 
below the amount that is conjecturally assumed for the Nean· 
derthal skull. 

The supplement to the Yol. of the "Zeits. f. Ethnologic," for 
I872, is exclusively occupied with the Linguistic Notes of Dr. 
G. Schweinfurth, drawn up as the result of hi;; travel in Central 
Africa, and gives numerous vocabularies and specimens of the 
languages of the different tribes who occupy the district of the 
Bahr-el-Ghasal, among whom Dr. Schweinfurth lived more 
than two years. 

Nitoz•o Gionra/( Botanico Ita!itmo, vol. iv. Nos. 1-.t, Jan.
Dec., 1872. The volume for I872 of this journal, edited by one 
of the most accomplished of Italian botanists, Prof. Caruel, con
tains evidence of considerable scientific activity in the Peninsula. 
A large space of these four numbers is devoted to cryptogamic 
botany; we have papers on the mosses of Abyssinia, by De 
Venturi, and of Ceylon and Borneo, by Hampe; on the iungiof 
Parma, by Passerini ; on .Diatoms, by Ardissone, and on a new 
classification of cryptogams, proposed by Prof. Cohn. Besides 
several papers on systematic, descriptive, and geographical 
botany, one of the most interesting on physiological and his to. 
logical subjects is by Saccardo, on the amyloid corpuscles 
contained within the !ovilla of pollen, illustrated by a 
plate. Prof. Caruel contributes a very valuable biographical 
notice of the Italian botanist, AndreJ. Cesalpino, born at 
Arezzo in 1519, and a summary of the contents of his great 
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